Summary / highlights from the TSC Meeting 5/13/20

- **EdgeX Geneva Release is a go.** Release notes are approved. All blackbox tests passing. All PRs designated for the release are in.
- PR Template for conventional commits is now in place for all repositories for all PRs but without TSC approval. It doesn’t appear to be affecting any problem. To be added to the next architect’s meeting.
- Release notes now include some guidance on watching and managing Redis memory. We also need to add this information to the documentation.
- Lenny has volunteered to put together the compose files for the release.
- Release documentation repository with Geneva edits will be left open until the TSC determines it is time to branch and allow the master branch to represent Hanoi.
  - Architecture diagrams need to be updated.
- DS SDKs have been released for Geneva as well.
  - Releases 1.2.0 for Go and 1.2.1 for C.
  - device-grove-c and device-bacnet-c to follow (week or two out)
- DS Github project board has been created/updated for Hanoi scoping.
- HP is now running blackbox tests on HP hardware (as alternate platform testing).
- Build optimizations are occurring on edgex-go by DevOps team.
- There are discussions on-going on how to review 3rd party packages (for security, licensing and other issues). This will be discussed in the upcoming architect’s meeting.
- System management WG to start to look at Kubernetes facilitation on May 22.
- Conexxus presented at the last Vertical Solutions WG. Worth a listen for some very interesting use cases. RFRain is presenting at upcoming Vertical Solutions WG (May 26).
- Cert WG looking at requirements for device profile validation. Also looking at a template for launching an EdgeX instance in a cloud.
- Topcoder challenge now moving to the design/architecture phase. Judges and other participants are being sought.
- Trevor Conn proposed the Product Manager role for the EdgeX 2.0 Org proposal.
  - Revision EdgeX 2.0 to be posted on Wiki/Slack
  - Look to provide some vote of the proposal in all or part next week.
- Intel and HP have indicated company policy that no travel will be allowed in 2020.
  - Decision on F2F still to be determined later this summer.
  - Community is asked to keep TSC informed.
- Hanoi planning conference decisions, action items and scope for the next release is documented in the [Wiki](#) (and on Slack).